Orientational nonlinearity is the major mechanism of nonlinear optical phenomena observed in liquidcrystalline phase while it does not appear to such extent in any other materials. It is caused by distortion of initial molecular arrangement of an anisotropic medium induced by optical field. Deformation of the anisotropic structure means spatial changes of refractive index of the medium. This effect has been studied in earnest since the 1980s as its application became more apparent. In this paper, some results of experimental examination of molecular reorientation in nematics by optical field are presented, which are not explained in frame of existing Oseen-Frank model and Erickson -Leslie continuous theory. Possible reasons of this discordance are considered and a way of explanation is suggested.
Introduction
Liquid crystals (LCs), since their discovery in 1888, have been utilized in extensive applications with regard to optical effects they reveal, especially in optics and optoelectronics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Theoretical description of effects observed in LCs was formulated in linear optics first; nonlinear phenomena were later modeled with support of previously developed theory of corresponding electro-optical effects. For that aim, the well-known Oseen-Frank theory of fluid mechanics and the Erickson-Leslie equation of molecular motion were adopted. They describe optical orientational nonlinearity in LCs as a result of interaction between dielectric moment µ of LC-molecules and optical field of propagating light. Since at optical frequencies only induced dipole moments can react on optical field, the dielectric torque exerted on an LC-molecule is:
with µ ≈ ε ξE
The polarizability ξ in LCs is anisotropic, therefore µ, E -vectors are in general not co-linear and a torque is produced. In nematic-type LCs composed of axiallysymmetric molecules, polarizability tensor is reduced to diagonal form with only two different values -along and perpendicular to molecular axis, and consequently, also dielectric permittivity tensor has two principal values ε !! , ε ⊥ . For nematics with dielectric anisotropy ∆ε = (ε !! − ε ⊥ ), the torque per unit volume may be therefore written as [7] : |τ | ≈ ε ∆εE 2 sin cos (2) where is the angle between optical field vector and local director of LC structure. As nematic molecule reveals longitudinal component of induced dipole substantially greater than perpendicular to molecular axis (i.e. ∆ε >0), then the optical torque tends to re-align molecules along field vector E . This results in deformation of LC-structure by imposed boundary conditions. In turn, the deformation causes elastic reaction of the structure. The theory postulates linear elastic response [7] [8] [9] , i.e. assumes elastic torque in the form: τ = K ∆, where K is elastic coefficient for given local deformation ∆ (mutual deflection of neighboring structure elements). Other assumptions introduced in the theory are:
• deformation is continuous (smoothly distributed in LC structure),
• LC order-parameter remains constant and is not taken into account.
Thus, for local equilibrium in considered structure the following is obviously valid:
with V being the volume of integral structural element. Solution of Eq. (3) gives (E) or ∆(E) [7] , i.e. the equilibrium is reached for certain structure deformation by defined optical-field intensity.
There are three basic deformations of LC-structure possible [8] . Their contributions to really induced optical deformation depend on configuration of LC-alignment and optical field. The liquid-crystalline alignment being a specific monocrystalization can be imposed in LC-structure constrained at least in one dimension (i.e. layer) by controlled interaction of limiting surfaces with LC-molecules. Monocrystalline ordering is forced inside a cell by LCmolecules bonded to cell walls. In practice, several different aligning methods are used [9] . The simplest and therefore earliest applied method is mechanical rubbing of LC-cell walls in properly chosen manner. This basic treatment unsupported provides usually weak anchoring of LC-molecules at the surfaces. To promote anchoring and/or achieve various types of alignment the walls can be coated by surface-active substances (surfactants). Another aligning method introduced also very early is oblique evaporation of thin solid layers like SiO or MgF 2 on the walls at large angle to the wall normal. This method produces usually tilted orientation with respect to the wall plane. A more recently developed method is photoalignment [10] . There are several different techniques of photoalignment. Basically, it includes two steps: coating the wall surfaces with photosensitive material (photopolymer or photoizomerizable dye) or dissolving it in LC, and following illumination of the surface with UV-light of selected polarization. Because of its versatility, reproducibility, and non-contact, easy to control treatment photoalignment seems to be most suitable and useful method for industrial application in automated production process. Fig. 1 . shows several geometries usually considered or used practically. In some of them, according to the considered theory, the optically induced deformation is a threshold effect. It means that the deformation occurs only if inducing-field intensity exceeds certain critical (threshold) value, E . In the simplest geometry for analysis, shown in Fig. 1a , which was used in our experiment, the threshold is predicted by the theory only for ordinary wave at normal incidence (α=0), having the lowest value as in any other possible cases, given by the expression [7] :
In some configurations, especially for inclined incidence in geometry from Fig. 1a (α =0 -extraordinary wave), the threshold is presumed to not appear. LC structural deformation should occur by an indefinitely small inducing field. However, though theoretical predictions, in the limits of assumed approximation, physical interpretation of threshold existence is not clear. Linear elastic reaction of LCstructure and its continuous deformation distribution assumed in the theory does not justify the threshold character of optical reorientation effect. Formally solution of general equation (3) shows certain threshold intensity E for starting the molecular reorientation if an additional term τ is included, specifically representing surface anchoring interactions [9] . This mathematical result is not surprising and by properly chosen surface term is quite obvious. But from physical point of view boundary conditions in LC-layer couldn't cause the threshold effect, because smooth, continuous deformation of LC is possible in the bulk by any (fixed) molecular orientation at the boundaries. Nevertheless, threshold is experimentally observed in real LC-systems. In addition, we met in our experiment some other discrepancies with theoretical predictions. In the following sections we report selected results of the experiment contrasted with theoretical expectations. We also suggest plausible reasons of that situation and try to find physical interpretation of obtained results.
Results, discussion and interpretation
We have investigated orientational nonlinear optical effect (ONOE) in laser-beam self-diffraction experiment. In this case, i.e. for LC-structure excitation by space-limited laser beam, theoretical threshold value (4) has to be corrected by additional term depending on beam cross-section a ⊥ [11] :
Experimental arrangement was nearly the same as used previously [12] . We used Ar + -laser beam of dominant wavelength 514 nm. The beam had controlled linear polarization and power.
It was focused by a lens f=100 mm on homeotropic cells filled with nematic 6CHBT (4-trans-4-n-hexyl-cyclohexylisothiocyanatobenzene) [13, 14] . Homeotropic texture was forced by two surfactants: either lecithin or CTAB were used. The former surfactant gave weaker molecular anchoring at the boundary, while surface action of the latter was apparently stronger. Thickness of LC-layer in experimental cells was fixed as 30 µm, 40 µm, or 50 µm. The impinging pump beam was oriented at various angles α with respect to the cell normal (Fig. 1a. ). In this arrangement, a self-diffraction rings appear around the beam axis because of its radial power distribution [7] . As an output signal the diffraction intensity in selected points of far-field was measured versus input pump-beam intensity. Such a curve for 40 µm-thick homeotropic layer and strong anchoring (CTAB) measured in the beam center at normal incidence is shown in Fig. 2a . It shows initially monotonic increase until here in accordance with theoretical prediction pump beam does not reach the threshold intensity, described in this case by Eq. (5). In this range, no structural deformation occurs. At the threshold, arising optical reorientation diffracts light out of beam axis. Hence, a dark point is formed in the center where the first dark ring is next developed. This effect causes a sudden drop of detected signal in center, and abrupt light increase in periphery where the first bright ring is formed ("off-axis" curve in Fig. 2a.) . The both signals shown in Fig. 2a . can be used to determine the threshold value. Fig. 3 . shows similar record registered in center point for the same cell but by oblique incidence for beam inclined at α=15 . In this case, according to the considered theory, threshold should disappear. However, in spite of that, also in this case molecular deformation looks like a threshold effect, as it is more clearly seen in Fig. 3b . The threshold persisted also at higher angles of incidence although its value markedly decreases with rising angle. The threshold practically disappeared only for the cells prepared by lecihtine-coating, i.e. by weaker anchoring energies, especially by oblique beam incidence and for thicker LC-layers, as exemplified in Fig. 2b for 50 µm-cell. This noticeable inconsistency of the above experiment with the existing theory provoke into question about physical reasons of the observed LC-reorientation threshold. To answer this question, it is likely that more attention ought to be paid to what happens in LC-structure on molecular level. We considered several reasons of this discrepancy. The following seem to be most plausible:
• limited sensitivity of measurements,
• non-linear elastic response of LC-structure,
• thermal fluctuations.
We shall discuss here the first two reasons of the detected threshold character of LC-reorientation process since the third was discussed elsewhere 2 . The first reason itself is, of course, trivial. Any measuring set-up has limited sensitivity, so that small initial deformation can't be detected. This limitation may then cause an instrumental "threshold-like" effect in recorded output signal. Although this effect is certainly present in our measurements, it alone can't be responsible for detected threshold. Upon closer analysis, the plots in Fig. 3 point out that molecular deformation arises with field intensity (optical power) apparently non-linearly. Namely, as it results from Fig.  3a , no phase difference is detected for pump-beam power increase between 0 W and 0, 16 W, whereas for the next range up to 0,23 W (power increase only ∆P ≈0,07 W) phase difference increases by 2π (i.e. the second dark ring is formed). It may indicate non-linear elastic response of LC-structure to optical deformation. Here the combination of the both reasons: limited sensitivity together with non-linear elasticity may give sufficient explanation of threshold -or rather threshold-like behavior in general, including also inclined incidence (as contrasted with theoretical predictions). Explanation may be as follows: The present theory assuming linear elastic response of LC-structure considers dielectric and elastic reaction of an average, single molecule. Consequently, declination ∆ of a particular molecule may be assumed to be very small and deformation continuously distributed over LC-layer. Then the postulate of linear elastic reaction of molecules by fixed boundaries might be justified. However, as it is known, reaction of LCs to outer fields is a collective effect. It means that optical field does not reorient an individual LC-molecule, because dielectric energy contribution to total energy per one molecule (∼ ε ∆εE 2 ) is in most cases smaller than its thermal energy (∼ T ). Nevertheless, orienting action of the field is possible because LC-molecules respond to it collectively as a group, while thermal motion is not correlated over larger volume. If such a group  cluster comprises sufficiently large number of molecules N , then (N ∆εε E 2 ) T and ordered rotation induced by field overcomes chaotic thermal motion.
Experimental indication of existence of molecular clusters in ordered nematic structures may be delivered by observation of light scattering [15, 16] . In particular, temporal dynamics of thermal or stimulated fluctuations of scattering intensity suggests involvement of large molecular groups 3 . Hence, taking into account more realistic  in our opinion  picture of much larger molecular assemblies (∼1 µm) like clusters, reacting as entities, the single deformation would be adequately larger and Hook's law validity assumption might be not obeyed. Since basic physical interactions are of the type 1/ 2 ÷ 1/ 6 , i.e. they decrease with distance (deformation ∆), it is easy one to convince, that such an elastic nonlinearity may lead to experimental observation of threshold-like behavior of optical LC-reorientation. Namely, stronger elastic forces at the beginning of reorientation process but weakening by advance give small at first and progressively rising deflection ∆ (Fig. 4) . Such a non-linear reaction of LC-structure in addition to limited sensitivity of measurement might be manifested in threshold characteristics, although in fact it is not a real threshold effect.
The reason is that observed signal in that type of optical measurements depends on the phase excess gained by light wave passing across deformed LC-layer. To be detected, it has to reach some defined value exceeding experimental sensitivity. The signal magnitude is determined by optical path length, then it depends  via n( )  on orientational (director) distribution along layer thickness. This distribution is composed steeply of local deformations ∆ (mutual deflections of neighboring elements) which number is established by relation /L, where L is the length of integral structural elements and -layer thickness. Assuming molecules as the elements, number of steps is very large, but in case of greater molecular groups it can be significantly reduced. To obtain sufficiently high optical path change which generates detectable signal in the latter case, adequately greater local deformation ∆ is needed. Greater deformation means higher optical power for inducing detectable signal and stronger nonlinear elastic effects. In opposite, the smaller are structural elements, the smaller can also be local deformation; for molecules it may be small enough to validate meanfield approximation of structure interaction potential. In such a case, LC-molecules interact not with neighbors but with mean-field and linear elastic response of the structure is well justified. Also, with this regard, minimal detectable signal value can be generated by either greater local deformation in thinner layer or vice-versa. Above argumentation applies to strong anchoring conditions at the layer boundaries. If molecules are weakly bonded to walls, the LC-layer can reorient as a whole with small/or without local deformation. Therefore one can expect threshold to be the more distinct, the thinner is LC layer (d), the bigger are clusters (L), and the stronger is surface anchoring. Obviously, such a threshold-like dependence can be recorded not only for normal incidence of pump beam, but for any angle α as well (as illustrated in Fig.  3 ). Non-linear elasticity of LC-structure is expected to be more substantial in case of space-constrained beam excitation of ONOE than for planar wave because of additional individual molecular interactions from beam-side Figure 4 . Illustrative view of threshold-like behavior of optical reorientation as a consequence of elastic nonlinearity of LC-structure; note, that also τ ∼ E 2 sin (E) cos (E), (E) being the angle between E and cluster (local) director, is non-linear function of (E 2 ).
neighborhood, shifting E to higher values. This expectation converges with observed and also theoretically predicted increase of threshold value with decreasing beam cross-section (comp. Eqs. (4) and (5)).
One another presumed consequence of that kind of structural elastic nonlinearity would be field-reorientation hysteresis when input/output intensity is measured for full field-run cycle, i.e. by field increasing from low to high values and than back, which is really usually observed (Fig. 5 ) [17] [18] [19] . This type of hysteresis reveals bi-stable deformation states by the same inducing field intensity (Fig. 5a-b) , if suitable care is taken to preclude reorientation-time delay of LC-structure. It shows that field intensity needed initially to induce certain deformation is greater than that to maintain it (Fig. 5a-c) , pointing also in favor of supposed non-linear elastic reaction of LC-structure.
The above considered features, i.e. elastic nonlinearity and limited detecting sensitivity are certainly neither only, nor even principal reasons of observed threshold effect, but probably accompanying contributing additives. More essential contribution seem to be thermal fluctuations 5 . However elastic nonlinearity may be generally substantial in LC-reorientation process in view of its bistability and dynamics.
Conclusions
Divergence of experiment with predictions of continuous Oseen-Franck-Ericsen-Leslie theory of optical orientational nonlinearity in LCs concerning threshold effect was observed. In order to find its explanation, involvement of LC-molecular clusters and non-continuous deformation effects, ignored by the theory were discussed. It was shown that formation of clusters may result in non-linear elastic reaction of liquid crystal to applied optical field. Nonlinear elasticity of LC-structure was suggested as one of physical reasons of threshold effect and bistability in optical molecular reorientation in liquid crystals.
